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1. Thermal Storages
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Name of Event etc.
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Thermal Storages
Seasonal thermal energy storage

There are 4 different ways of seasonal heating:
BTES = Borehole Thermal Storage
TTES = Tank Thermal Storage
PTES = Pit Thermal Storage
ATES = Aquifer Thermal Storage

→ Depending on the local conditions, the
systems offer different advantages and
disadvantages
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Figure 1: Types of solar seasonal storage. Source: Solites [1]

2. Solar Ice Storage
Technical Introduction
Different Components
Advantages and Disadvantages
Name Surname, Title, Organistation
Name of Event etc.
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Solar Ice Storage
General function

Thermal energy storage (TES) to bridge the gap
between supply and demand of renewable energies

Water stores solar thermal energy at low temperatures
heat pump extracts the thermal energy from the water
Reversible process that enables cooling as well
Main components:
Solar collector (1)
Ice storage (3)
Heating buffer tank (5)
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Control unit (2)
Hot water tank (4)
Heat pump (6)

Figure 2: Solar ice storage concept.
Source: U.S. Army Installation Management Command [2]

Solar Ice Storage
General function

Uses the phase change from liquid to solid
(frozen) to store and release latent heat
• Latent heat = exchanged heat without

temperature change
• Sensible heat = exchanged heat that changes

system/ body temperature
Can store more energy at lesser space
No need for insulation due to low temperatures
Figure 3: Sensible and latent heat. Source: G. Hailu [3]
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Solar Ice Storage
Different components

Solar collectors
• Usually installed on the roof
• Open, unglazed collectors for high efficiency
• sun radiation and heat of surrounding air
• Regenerates the ice storage and is a direct heat

source for the heating system
• Very efficient on cold days with low radiation

compared to other solar thermal modules
Figure 4: Solar collectors. Source: Imtsimon [4]
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Solar Ice Storage
Different components

Ice storage unit
• large cement unit installed underground
• Water is stored at 0°C – 30°C

• Heat pump extracts heat from the water until

freezing
• Phase change from liquid to frozen

-> latent heat
• heat exchanger pipes are installed for

controlled freezing without damage
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Figure 5: Ice storage unit piping system. Source: ZEBAU GmbH [5]

Solar Ice Storage
Different components

Heat pump
• Connects the storage unit to the heating system
• Extracts heat from the water until frozen, phase change

enables latent heat potential
• Transfers and distributes the heat directly or into the

heating systems buffer tank
• Electrical input needed for the heat pump to work
• High insulation and efficient heating can lead to a COP

of 5, meaning it generates 5 kwh with 1 kwh input
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Solar Ice Storage
Advantages

Disadvantages

Low CO2 emissions due to use of renewable energy
sources and latent heat

Electricity needed for running the heat pump.

Low maintenance costs, water reuse instead of refill,
the process can be repeated multiple times

High costs for installation, because a lot of different
components are needed for an efficient system.

Heating and cooling from one system

During storage energy is lost to the surrounding earth

Much higher capacity for energy that warm water
storage of the same size

Mandatory space needs to be available

Can be used in a variety of buildings, new and
renovated, private and public
Solar ice storage is funded

Implementation in existing buildings is only sensible
during general renovation of the heating system

Saves up 50% of heating costs and 99% of cooling
costs compared to standard heating and cooling
systems
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Solar Ice Storage
Solar ice storages can be a good TES solution to make the most of the renewable energy sources:
Low running temperature – low temperature heating system
High efficiency for sites with low sun radiation
Expensive installation, space requirements and solar installation on the roof

Multiple use – cooling systems “charge” for the next heating period
Good COPs (Coefficient Of Performance) for heat pumps
PCMs can be expensive and rare, but can support the efficiency of diverse systems

A lot of different options for implementation
Research will enhance their possibilities in the future
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3. PhaseChangeMaterial Storage
General function
Properties and use

Name Surname, Title, Organistation
Name of Event etc.
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PCM Storage
General function

Phase Change Materials
Temporary storage using latent heat during phase change
Reversible process!
Less common as storage units than the solar ice storage (water)
Can be solid (granule, balls) or liquid (PCM-fluid)

Embedded in a heat transfer liquid (HTF)
Can be organic, inorganic, or eutectic (2 or more components)
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PCM Storage
Properties and use

Used in walls, ceiling boards, and
others for passive temperature
regulation

Organic

Inorganic

Advantages

No corrosion
Low or no subcooling
chemical and thermal
stability

Greater phase change
enthalphy

Disadvantages

Lower phase change
enthalphy
Low thermal
conductivity
Falmmability

Subcooling
Corrosion
Lack of thermal
stability
Phase separation/
segragation

Short term storage units with lower
space requirements due to latent heat
Decentralised cooling systems
Even used in shower heads to provide
warm water faster
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PCM Storage

Figure 6: PCM differention properties. Source: G. Hailu [7]
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Implementation
Seasonal thermal storage
Pilot projects (Solar Ice- and PCM Storage)
Name Surname, Title, Organistation
Name of Event etc.
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Implementation
Seasonal thermal energy storage

District heating with seasonal thermal energy:
Drake Landing Solar Community
52 single family homes with solar panels

Energy center with short term storage, Borehole
thermal energy storage (37 m deep)
Average of 96 % of heating demand covered over
12 years
COP of 3 for heat pump efficiency
Temperature of 37 °C to 50 °C for heating loops
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Figure 7: Solar seasonal storage and district loop, Drake Landing Solar Community.
Source: D. Sibbitt et al. [7]

Implementation
Ice energy storage in Rendsburg
Two energy centers, which are connected to the
storage (560 m3):
• “Kreishaus”: electric heat pump, 3 natural gas

heat pumps, natural gas boiler plant (23 solar
collectors)
• “Uhrenblock”: electric heat pump, 2 natural gas

heat pumps, natural gas boiler plant

170 tons of greenhouse gases are saved annually
Was awarded the title of “ Energy Commune of
the Month” by the Agency for Renewable Energies
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Figure 7: Ice storage from outside. Source: Stadtwerke Rendsburg GmbH [8]

Implementation
PCM storage: Futurium in Berlin

Building serves as a stage, museum,
laboratory and forum
Kerosene latent heat storage tank based on
the Heat Sel – technology: 55,ooo heatsels
5 tanks with a total volume of 50,000 l, storage
capacity is over 1 MWh
storage tank for the absorption cooler has a
constant loading and unloading temperature
of 12 °C
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Figure 8: Heat sels (PCM)
in an insulated heat
storage.
Source: Axiotherm [9]

Figure 9: The Futurium in Berlin. Source: Da7de [10]

Implementation
Pilot projects

PCM storage for industry and public buildings
• University of Life Sciences, Norway

200m³ tank to cover peak loads
• Airport Bergen, Norway

four 60 m³ tanks for Terminal 3 cooling demands
Solar ice storage for Hotel Riva, Germany
• Large heating and cooling demand

80m² Solar panels, 175m³ storage unit
-> covers all cooling and most heating demands
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Figure 10: Ice storage under construction. Source: Raimond Spekking [11]
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